Exercise In Confidence

EXERCISE CONTROL DOCUMENT

CONTROL DOCUMENT #1
Firecomm run sheet

EXERCISE Transfundo

EXERCISE MATERIAL ONLY
Scenario

At 0950hrs on Friday the 30th of May 2013 a maintenance worker at the Caltex fuel
distribution terminal at Self’s Point suffers from a medical condition and subsequently drives
a forklift into the side of storage tank T303 (Total capacity of 600,000 litres of premium
unleaded). The tank however is scheduled for inspection and is almost empty. A total of
3000 litres of fuel is spilling from the tank. Hot engine components of the forklift have caused
the spilt fuel to ignite. A co-worker quickly drags the worker clear both suffering burns to
50% of their bodies.
The TFS Fire Communications & Dispatch facility - FireComm has received a direct brigade
alarm from Caltex Australia’s Self’s Point terminal. Three minutes after the initial alarm
FireComm receive a phone call from the terminal duty manager informing them of the fire
and spill. He also informs them that all staff are accounted for and there are two staff
members with injuries and that Ambulance Tasmania have been notified and dispatched.
He is however concerned that the flames are being blown over to the neighbouring Origin
Energy LP Gas Storage Facility.

The TFS Fire Communications & Dispatch facility - FireComm has received a direct brigade
alarm from Caltex Australia’s Self’s Point terminal. A response is initiated by the Hobart
station of one heavy pumper appliance in line with current procedures for this type of call.

Five minutes after the initial alarm FireComm receive a phone call from the terminal duty
manager informing them of the spill and fire. He also informs them that all staff are
accounted for and there are no injuries. He is however concerned that the flames are being
blown over to the neighbouring Origin Energy LP Gas Storage Facility.
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Operating Channel 30

Operators Time Line

1000hrs

Fire Comm will receive an actual alarm DBA from a break glass at Caltex
Hobart Terminal Self’s Point. No details from premise dispatch HFB as per
SOP (1 heavy pumper). (Caltex will have Wormald staff onsite to restore
alarm)

1003hrs

A minute after HO 1:1 has gone mobile provide OIC with the following details
in a radio message (Chan 30), Exercise Transfundo :Caltex has called to
inform us that they have a large fuel spill and fuel fire, no injuries all persons
evacuated from site Caltex incident controller will meet you onsite. Also
receiving multiple triple 0’s black smoke over self’s point.

1004hrs

OIC will call for resources, crews reserved for exercise are, second Hobart
crew (will respond in RKY 3:1) and GLY 1:1 they will need HBT6:1 also.
(Total 3 crews and 4 appliances) Suggest the upgraded response be one
crew between RKY 31 and HO 61 (2 in each)

1005hrs

Responding officers will ask for HAZMAT appliance if so its response will be
made notional and logged as responded.

The foam pod will be requested. In this case could the relevant channels be
followed for its deployment, approvals etc., and an accurate eta provided to
the responding OIC but not actually deployed (again a notional response).

External organisations requested by OIC such as Workplace standards, EPA
etc., are to be logged as requested and attended but not notified (Notional
response also).

1130hrs

End exercise, pack up, debrief and lunch

1300hrs

Crews return to respective stations
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1400hrs

Discussion Exercise at completion of operational phase

1530hrs

End DiscEx, pack up and afternoon tea

Notes;

Hobart coverage during exercise will be BWR northern suburbs, CLA eastern shore and
Rokeby crew in HO 1:2 Hobart area. In the event of a significant incident crews participating
in the incident will be released and the incident scaled down.

IF this occurs, HO 1:1, RKY 3:1, GLY 1:1 may respond via pager message. Please call
Exercise Director Mark Dobson 0418 137 651 informing him of the response requirements
so the crews can be released to respond. All Exercise Directors will also be monitoring
channel 30 and will respond if contacted via this channel.

All events to be logged for Exercise review and formal debrief.

Ambulance Tasmania radio room to be informed of the exercise
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